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Introduction
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) Convention covers the international trade of species listed in the three CITES Appendices I, II & III which currently includes approximately 5,000 animal species and 25,000 plant species. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) joined the CITES Convention in 1990. There are two Management Authorities namely, 1) Federal Environment Agency for Abu Dhabi Emirate (www.feaa.fea.gov.ae) and 2) Ministry of Environment & Water (MEW) for the Northern Emirates (www.mew.gov.ae/mea/). As per CITES Conf 10.3 there is an independently designated Scientific Authority represented by the Environmental Agency-ABU DHABI (www.ead.ae).

CITES & National Legislation
There are presently 169 Parties (countries) which voluntarily implement the Convention and which does not take place of national laws – but regulates wildlife trade across international borders. To legally implement CITES at the national level the UAE has formulated Federal Law (11) of 2002 for “Regulating and Controlling the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora”. This law can be accessed from the Environment Agency ABU DHABI website at www.ead.ae. An Arabic translation of the species listed in the CITES Appendices was undertaken and this was officially gazetted so as to provide a list of species to which Federal law 11(2002) could be applied. Violations under this law are punishable by a fine and/or a prison term. The passing of this Federal Law has qualified the UAE for category 1 status in the CITES National legislation Project for implementing the CITES Convention at a Federal level in the UAE.

Raising CITES awareness
The CITES Management and Scientific Authorities have run several workshops within UAE to improve the capability of employees involved in monitoring and enforcing wildlife trade. These have been in the form of workshops and training courses targeting the staff of the CITES Management Authorities, customs, municipality staff. CITES awareness has also been raised through the production of a wildlife manual which lists common CITES and non-CITES species in trade within the UAE (Fig 1.) and this has been extensively distributed locally and within the GCC countries.

CITES Implementation & Enforcement
The major role of the Management Authorities are to issue CITES permits to applicants and to enforce national legislation to ensure that CITES listed species, products or derivatives are not being sold or possessed illegally with the appropriate CITES and other relevant documentation. Enforcement activities are undertaken through regular inspections of various commercial establishments such as pet shops for wildlife species, luxury good stores and gift shops for items such as ivory, animal furs and skins and supermarkets for items such as caviar. The various points of entry into the UAE – land, sea and air – are also manned by customs authorities and MEW staff to detect any illegal or suspicious shipments into the country. These enforcement actions have netted species and items such as falcons, tortoises, ivory products, furs of endangered species and caviar.

e-Government Initiative
To make the application of permits more user-friendly for the public the CITES Management and Scientific Authorities embarked on a system that first saw the development of a computer application which computerized the CITES permit application procedure which ensured all data was being stored in a database and was available electronically. This procedure linked the two Management Authorities, scientific Authorities and personnel at major points of entry in the UAE. The next step now is to develop the system in order to enable a more efficient use of the system and reduce the time wasted on physically applying for a permit by visiting the CITES Management Authority offices once all necessary documents have been uploaded and submitted with the on-line application.

Falcon Passports
The UAE has a strong cultural heritage linked to falconry and UAE falconers frequently travel within the region to practice falconry. To allow the frequent cross-border movements of falcons without the need for applying for CITES permits for each travel, the UAE introduced a Falcon Registration and Passport scheme (Fig 2.). The Falcon passports allow the frequent movement of falcons and are issued to falcons with the appropriate documentation. The falcons are initially registered and then a 3-year valid passport is issued. There are some countries where falcon passports are not recognized, in such cases normal CITES permits are issued.

Animal Welfare Issues
The UAE is an official member of the World organization for Animal Health (OIE), and upon recommendations from the OIE, the Ministry of Environment & Water is in the process of drafting a national law on animal welfare and transportation. This law once drafted will cover the important issue of welfare of live animals, for both CITES and non-CITES listed species within the UAE.

Editors note:
UAE Ministry of Climate Change and Environment. We strive towards integrated management for Environment, Ecosystem and Natural resources to realize Green Economy for the present and future generations. To issue import CITES certificate: AED 300 Release: Animals consignments: For the consignments of ornamental birds or other birds listed and not listed in the CITES convention appendices: 1 AED per bird. The minimum total amount due on one consignment shall not be less than 200 AED (if the number of birds is less than 200 bird in one consignment) unless its own fee is received by another specific article of payment. 15 AED per Parrot (per bird). The minimum total amount due on one consignment shall not be less than 200 AED. The Cape Town Convention became effective in the UAE on 1 August 2008. Historically, the effectiveness of mortgages in the UAE has been somewhat problematic. This stems from the fact that an aircraft is considered a moveable asset. Accordingly, under UAE law, the appropriate form of security over a moveable asset is a possessory pledge. As the name suggests, perfecting this type of security interest is by way of possession. Possession can be demonstrated in two ways. The first is by way of actual possession. In conclusion, whilst UAE law does not offer the certainty of some other jurisdictions, the implementation of the Cape Town Convention in the UAE has sent a clear signal to the banking community that the UAE recognises the need to protect the interests of banks. CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora). The CITES agreement came into force in July 1975 and today has 181 parties. CITES stands at the intersection between trade, environment and development. CITES currently issues annually over 850,000 permits for legal and sustainable trade. The current version of the CITES toolkit, V2.0, contains reference to all relevant schema information for the implementation of CITES e-permits. More information. The United Arab Emirates is an independent, sovereign, and federal state hereinafter referred to as the UAE. The UAE consists of the following Emirates: Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ras Al-Khaimah, Ajman, Umm Al-Quwain, and Fujairah. Any other independent Arab state may, subject to the unanimous approval of the Federal Supreme Council, join the UAE. When admitting a new member to the UAE, the Federal Supreme Council determines the number of seats to be allocated to that member in the Federal National Council (FNC) in excess of the number provided in Article 68 of the Constitution. Article 2. Establishment of CITES Office/Offices (Details of Draft CITES Office have been take place in the Strategy Document but the date haven’t been determinated yet. Under this component Environment is defined as; Adoption of a revised program for transposition and implementation of the acquis; Transposition of framework legislation, international environmental conventions, and legislation on nature protection, water quality, air quality, Industrial Pollution Control and waste management, environmental impact and strategic impact assessment, chemicals and GMOs, climate change.